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English Language
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[Minimum Pass Marks:26

Note :Attempt all  questions.

1. Answer only five of the following questions:    15

(A) How does an ordinary individual use the methods
of science in his day-to-day life?

(B) Why were the discoveries of Darwin not able to
make such a turmoil in India?
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(C) Which was the golden age of science in ancient
India?

(D) Describe the instrument that records the beating
of the plant’s heart?

(E) How has communication technology helped cancer
patients?

(F) Why does the author maintain that computer culture
is very rich and complicated?

(G) When at a slow pace what is the movement of the
ground-water?

(H) What was the immediate effect of atomic bombing
on Hiroshima?

2.(A) Read the passage carefully and answer the
following questions: 5

Bhagwati Kumari, 23, was at the threshold of a
promising run in athletics when she got a chance
to meet ace sprinter PT Usha at a national sporting
event in 2007. The three-time state level athletics
champion, who represented Rajasthan in various
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under-19 national championships and acquired the
nickname “Bhago” because of her passion for
running, is living in utter penury these days, eking
out a living as a National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme worker.

Bhago’s passion for becoming a national
champion in the open category was overtaken by
a sequence of events starting with the death of her
brother six years ago and that of her father two
years later. Her husband divorced her two years
ago. She now lives with her mother, brother and
sister-in-law helping them make ends meet.

Questions :

(i) Who is Bhagwati Kumari?

(ii) How did Bhagwati Kumari get the nickname
‘Bhago’?

(iii) Why did Bhago’s dream of becoming a national
champion come to an end?

(iv) Where is Bhagwati working presently?

(v) What should we do for these type of promising
players of India?
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(B) (i) Match the words in column A with their explanations
in column B: 5

A B

Surrender to control or use the force
of something

A child’s play to aim an attack on
someone

Harness to admit defeat

Target a time when activity is
stopped

Interruption to be very easy to do

(ii) Provide synonyms of the following words (any five):
5

Imitate, Arrangement, Ordinary, Contribute, Lethal,
Stream, Disturbing.

(iii) Give Nouns from the Verbs given below (any five):
5

Amputate, Resolve, Repeat, Refuse, Receive,
Punish, Believe.
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3. Write a report on any one of the following in about
200 words: 10

(i) Air Pollution

(ii) Use of Mobile Phones in Education

(iii)Road Accident

(iv) A Cricket Match

4. Expand any one of the following: 10

(i) All that glitters is not gold

(ii) A rolling stone gathers no moss

(iii)Health is wealth

(iv) Where there is a will there is a way

5. Do as directed (any twenty): 20

(A) Insert suitable articles :

(i) Prachi is ill so she cannot go to…….school.

(ii) There is ………. hourly bus service on this
route.
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(B) Use proper forms of have or do:

(iii) What ………. you do when at home?

(iv) We ………. our lunch an hour ago.

(C) Fill in the blanks with correct Relative Pronouns:

(v) ‘Uneasy lies the head ……….wears the
crown’.

(vi) I am keen to buy back the land……….my
parents sold many years ago.

(D) Use the given word as Adjective or Adverb in the
sentences:

(vii) You cannot stay here………… (permanent/
permanently)

 (viii) The meal was ………….. (deliciously/
delicious)

(E) Supply proper forms of superlative degree:

(ix) It was a very bad mistake. It was the
………......I ever made.

(x) He is a very interesting person. He is the
………I have met.
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(F) Rewrite the sentences into Present Perfect Tense:

(xi) You ever (read) Dickens’s Novel “David
Copperfield”.

(xii) Dithi (take up) the new position already.

(G) Correct the sentences:

(xiii) I smelling something burning.

(xiv) The plane is normally landing at 11 a.m.

(H) Provide correct forms of the Verbs:

(xv) If we had the choice, we …………. (live) in a
remote village.

(xvi) If I …………(know) her telephone number I
would phone her.

(I) Supply suitable Modal Verbs:

(xvii) I………….run a mile when I was young. (ability
in the past)

(xviii)  There is no other offer. I …………accept
this job. (compulsion)
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(J) Change the voice-

(xix) They held a reception in her honour.

(xx) Who ate the cake?

(K) Insert suitable Prepositions:

(xxi) I will call and see you …………Monday.

(xxii) The sun disappeared ………. the clouds.

(L) Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions:

(xxiii)   Do the work slowly ……….. carefully.

(xxiv)   I have no choice ……….. to sign the contract.


